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I. INTRO

Manitoba and Canada face the challenge of providing social services through increasing 

deficits and debt. The Great Depression and the Second World War saw governments renewing 

their commitment to the social contract. Increased public spending, rising interest rates and 

stagnation in the 1970’s saw conservative governments from the 1980's-1990's deregulate, cut 

social services, and privatize government assets. The Emilia-Romagna economic model of co-

operatives and small private businesses offering essential services is praised by activists, 

economists, and business people who argue this model provides an effective balance between 

efficiency and social justice. Despite critics on both sides of the political spectrum, this is the best 

way to provide social services, given the fiscal constraints Manitoba faces. 

II. THE IMPACTS OF GOVERNMENT INEFFICIENCES AND SOICAL SERVICE CUTS

Inefficient government run programs and social service cuts have hurt Manitobans. This 

cycle of government overspending then a newly elected government reducing services is 

common in the Manitoba political cycle.

When New Democrat (NDP) leader Howard Pawley took the reigns over Sterling Lyon's 

Progressive Conservative (PC) government, they increased spending to improve social programs. 

Between 1965 and 2000, government spending was proportionate to GDP within the province of 

109%, according to the Frontier Centre for Public Policy (2002). This made the province the 

biggest government in all of Western Canada. Howard Pawley's administration played a part in 

the expansion of government, the current Premier Greg Selinger and former premier Gary Doer, 

in recent years have also seen an increase in government spending and deficits. 

The 2008 provincial budget increased spending by $395 million, according to a CBC.ca 



news report (2008). This included: cutting student loan interest rates, spending $1.5 million on 

festivals (Selinger, 2008). The province in 2010, for the first time in over eleven years, recorded 

its first ever deficit. The budget forecasted a deficit of $555 million, while spending by the 

province had increased by 1.6%, compared to 2009 particularly on health care, education, and 

increased debt to $23.4 billion (Owen & Kusch, 2010). Critics use this as a case for smaller 

government and tighter spending on programs.

The Manitoba example shows how government deficit and debt creates economic 

inefficiencies from dead weight loss, as marginal cost was greater then marginal benefit provided. 

This caused inflation, interest rates and unemployment to rise, and business investment to be less 

attractive during the late 1980’s. 

When former P.C. Premier Gary Filmon took over the reigns of the Manitoba government 

in 1988, he inherited, debt, which according to Beverly Bosiak saw expenditures cost more then 

twice the rate of inflation (1989). By 1999 in his last year, a $21 million surplus was posted, and 

Manitoba was on track to pay the debt in 27 years (Manitoba Government, 1999). Filmon's fiscal 

constraint to government spending cut the deadweight loss of overspending, which now went to 

pay off the debt and attract business investment in the province. This helped increase incomes 

and make Manitoba have the lowest unemployment rate in Canada in 1999. 

Despite increased government efficiencies, surplus and lowering deadweight losses, this 

came at a high social cost. Increased tuition costs, cuts to health care services, and reduced 

quality of telephone service, thanks to the privatization of Manitoba Telephone Services made 

these services less accessible to lower and middle income Manitobans. 

Undergrad fees increased from $1,512 in 1990/1991 to $3,243, based on a report from 

Levin (2009). Inflation may be partially considered for the increase, this can't be solely 



concluded on inflation. The increase in costs likely impacted enrolment, and the provinces wealth 

of human capital. Acute health bed access was reduced by 55% in the Winnipeg area (Roos, 

Brownell et. al. 1998), which reduced access to citizens, and caused a backlash amongst health 

care unions, who were already feeling the squeeze from other cutbacks.

It was often lower and middle income people in the province who suffered from the cutbacks, 

as they gained higher marginal economic benefit from government services, compared to 

wealthier citizens. Some argue to this day, that various services are still recovering from Filmon's 

cutbacks, twelve years since he left office. 

III. THE CAUSES OF GOVERNMENT OVERSPENDING AND CUTBACKS TO 

GOVERNMENT SERVICES

To provide a prescription to the yo-yo effect, one must look at how this effect of 

government deficits to government cutbacks occurred, starting at the Great Depression in 1929. 

Thanks to various factors including monetary contraction, deflation, and over demand, this period 

(1929-1941) saw unemployment hover between the mid teen to twenty percent range in various 

countries, as well as declining industries and foreclosed houses. Governments stepped in an 

attempt to fix the spiralling economy. 

U.S.A president, Franklin Deleno Roosevelt, supported Keynesian measures. These 

included federal infrastructure projects, a standard minimum wage, social security benefits, and 

job creation programs. This, and along with World War 2 (1939-1945), and the demand for 

producing war artillery brought out many countries from the long economic downturn. However, 

the war brought exceptionally high social and economic costs in Western Europe, which created 

debate about the merits of war. 

These above factors, were the focal point, among many governments to renew a social 



contract to citizens, known as the Golden Age, which was accelerated by the Marshall Plan. The 

Plan created by George Marshall, was to re industrialize and modernize Western Europe's 

economies (Reinert, Jomo K.S., 2008), from agricultural based to industrial based economies. 

This helped spur economic growth of 4-5 % a year between the 1950’s & 60’s (Marlin, Schor, 

1990).

The Golden Age began to unravel by the late 1960's. A gap between productivity and 

wages, social unrest in the United States from the Vietnam War, and stagnation, had markets 

uneasy. Deficits and debt increased during the 1970's in western countries. From this, many 

became concerned how the government could afford everything, which lead to neo-conservative 

thought. Lead by Milton Friedman, they argued for deregulation, privatization, and lower taxes.

This school of thought influenced politicians like Ronald Regan, Margaret Thatcher 

globally and here in Canada, with Brian Mulroney and Gary Filmon. All of these leaders came 

into power during the 1980's, curbed deficits and government debt, while providing a friendly 

climate to the economic elite. This was met by criticism by social justice activists who argued 

these cuts hurt poor people, as shown in section II, with Filmon's cuts.   

With new challenges this century like the ageing baby boomer population, globalization and a 

degrading environment, the yo-yo effect of over spending and cutbacks will not work in a critical 

time in Manitoba and Canada’s history. One model may provide a solution to the yo-yo effect, a 

third way model between government run programs and selling off government assets to the 

economic elite.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO PROVIDE SOCIAL SERVICES

The Emilia-Romagna area of Italy provides one of the most interesting ways of 

combining market efficiency, and promoting social justice. Its unique political situation created a 



new way of thinking.  The Democrats of the Left, the governing body at the time, along with 

other groups, like Catholics and social democrats, worked together in a new economic strategy. 

They embarked on a mission of using small business as a tool for social justice. These tools 

included: consumer, agricultural co-operatives, family own firms and worker owned enterprises. 

According to Logue (2006) this region of Italy turned from being the poorest area of the country 

in 1950, to being one of the top ten in the European Union, in terms of economic development, in 

2005. The area has 420,000 firms with a population of 3.9 million, similar to Ohio.

Unlike other western countries which privatized many of its crown corporations, or social 

services to corporations, much of the privatization has been done at the community level through 

co-operatives. Louge notes that there are two types of co-ops providing social services. Type A 

co-operatives are run by employees, and provide services to people. Type B, is member owned, 

and provides opportunities to those marginalized. Marginalized people must own 30% of Type B 

co-operative. These include employment training for the underprivileged, while type A may 

include medical services, and garbage collection. Social enterprises make up for 30% of the total 

co-operative GDP, based on Louge's report. This includes social service co-operatives. Antonio 

Thomas (2004) mentions that this has driven increased interest from other groups. The potential 

reduction of production costs, can make the third way model more efficient then government run 

services, yet still engage citizens within local communities. 

Besides a third sector being very economically efficient, co-cooperatively run services have 

benefits for its employees. In a report done by Joy Rothchild (2009) analyzed garbage collection that 

was either run by government, corporations, and worker co-operatives. She points out that worker 

owned enterprises have higher pay and job satisfaction compared to corporate counterparts. These 

findings make the case that third sector run social services, provide higher job satisfaction, and 

fairness. Compare to Ohemeng & Grant (2008), who argue that privatized services, cut corners, costs, 



and wages, to maximize profit. Ohemeng & Grant's work provide a theory that explains why cutbacks 

or privatization as seen through Manitoba Telephone Systems, post secondary education, and health 

care in Manitoba  for example, did decline in service, and quality. This is similar to what Ohemeng & 

Grant report in their work with regards to the privatization of Hamilton’s waste water services when 

they were deregulated. 

Both right and left wing critics have concern with the model. The right makes a claim that the 

Emilia-Romagna model is too utopian, thus can't globally compete.  However, this is refuted by 

Louge's work that points to the region, answering the challenge of global competitiveness (a co-

operative ceramics business from the region set up an office in China, to boost exports). Pro big 

government left wing critics are harsh to this economic template, because they do not view this as a 

positive force for social justice and equity, but a re-shuffling of private hands, from instead of large 

corporations to private individuals, which in their viewpoint will not allow for wealth to be 

distributed properly. This criticism is also vane, because it has proven this theory wrong, as 

mentioned by the low unemployment. Going Local author Michael Shuman (1998) also argues that 

this region's democratic flexibility and economic efficiency should be a tool for the American left to 

use for social justice and policy.

Manitoba could use this model to provide social services in areas where the government is not 

serving or fiscally restrained. Alternative energy is one clear example. Many critics argue that 

Manitoba lacks a diverse green technology strategy thanks to Manitoba Hydro's monopoly. Besides 

some rural and Northern areas that may not be well served, Hydro has no incentive to be more 

innovative in alternative energy.  With the current deficit, the government could support the creation 

of local consumer owned co-operatives and small scale private/community businesses, in providing 

alternative energies like wind, solar, and even small scale hydro, in under-served areas. From this 

competition, this would force Manitoba Hydro to be more innovative with their products and increase 

supply, while lowering the price of green technology. Manitoba, could encourage co-operatives to 



provide employment training, (example, green jobs training program to possibly match jobs in newly 

developed alternative energy co-operatives), similar to the type B co-operative in Emilia Romagna. 

Economic efficiencies would increase as, there would be less deadweight loss in the government, 

increasing competition, in the provinces alternative energy field, and promoting local, grass roots 

economic and democratic development. Tax incentives could be developed to promote these new 

types of enterprises, via tax credits, or deductions on business and personal tax returns yearly. 

V. CONCLUSION

The impacts of government over spending on social services caused massive deficit and debt 

at both the federal and provincial levels. In turn newly elected conservative governments would in an 

attempt to curb spending and cut debt, decrease health care, and education. This did increase the 

economic efficiencies of government, but came at a high social cost as less people could afford post-

secondary education or have less access to health care. The Great Depression and Second World War 

were the catalysts by governments and business, to renew the social contract and improve social 

services and prosperity amongst everyone, between 1946 to the late 1960's. However, rising 

government debt and deficit saw the rise of the neo-conservative movement in the 1970's and 1980's 

which encouraged the dismantling of social services between 1980 to now. The Emilia-Romagna 

region, offers a clear alternative to the yo-yo effect, as most of the social services are run at a local, 

community level through co-operatives and small scale private businesses. This model is responsible 

for efficient services, while keeping local unemployment low. This report concludes that Manitoba 

could use this model to provide social services in areas where they are lacking or under-serving, 

given the financial constraint the province faces.
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